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1. INTRODUCTION

Structure-based drug design is considered one of the most
important tools in drug discovery.1 It can be divided into two
major methodologies: de novo and docking-based design. De
novo design involves the use of computer algorithms that
construct virtual ligands inside the binding pocket.1-3 On the
other hand, docking involves fitting virtual ligands, usually from
large virtual libraries, into the binding site employing algorithms
that rely on force fields to calculate attractive and repulsive
interactions between complementary groups within virtual li-
gand-protein complexes.1-4

Docking requires the availability of a three-dimensional struc-
ture for the targeted receptor or enzyme, which is generally
obtained via X-ray crystallographic scattering, nuclear magnetic
resonance (NMR), or homology modeling.1-4 However, reli-
ance on crystallographic structures represents a major problem
for docking. Crystallographic structures are limited by inade-
quate resolution9 and crystallization-related artifacts of the
ligand-protein complex.10-12 Moreover, crystallographic struc-
tures generally ignore structural heterogeneity related to protein
anisotropic motion and discrete conformational substrates.13

Moreover, molecular docking, which is basically a conforma-
tional sampling procedure in which various docked conforma-
tions are explored to identify the right one, can be a very

challenging problem given the degree of conformational flex-
ibility at the ligand-macromolecular level.14-16 Docking pro-
grams employ diverse methodologies to evaluate different ligand
conformations within binding pockets.17-28

Conformational sampling must be guided by a scoring func-
tion to evaluate the fitness between the protein and the
ligand.4,29-34 The final docked conformations are also selected
according to their scores. The accuracy of the scoring function
has a major impact on the quality of molecular docking
results.8,29,30,35,36 Scoring functions can be roughly grouped into
three categories: force field methods,19,20,23,37 empirical scoring
functions,18,38-42 and knowledge-based potentials.43-47

Nevertheless, although modern docking methods are able to
calculate fairly accurately the position and orientation of a
potential ligand in a receptor binding site, their major problem
is the inability of scoring functions to evaluate binding free
energies correctly in order to rank different potential ligand-
receptor complexes.1,3,6,8,10,85 The main problem in affinity
prediction is that the underlying molecular interactions are
highly complex, and various terms should be considered to
quantify the free energy of the interaction process.5-8,10,48,49
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ABSTRACT:The significant role played by docking algorithms
in drug discovery combined with their serious pitfalls prompted
us to envisage a novel concept for validating docking solutions,
namely, docking-based comparative intermolecular contacts
analysis (dbCICA). This novel approach is based on the
number and quality of contacts between docked ligands and
amino acid residues within the binding pocket. It assesses a
particular docking configuration on the basis of its ability to
align a set of ligands within a corresponding binding pocket in such a way that potent ligands come into contact with binding site
spots distinct from those approached by low-affinity ligands and vice versa. In other words, dbCICA evaluates the consistency of
docking by assessing the correlation between ligands’ affinities and their contacts with binding site spots. Optimal dbCICA models
can be translated into valid pharmacophore models that can be used as 3-D search queries to mine structural databases for new
bioactive compounds. dbCICA was implemented to search for new inhibitors of candida N-myristoyl transferase as potential
antifungal agents and glycogen phosphorylase (GP) inhibitors as potential antidiabetic agents. The process culminated in five
selective micromolar antifungal leads and nine GP inhibitory leads.
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Accordingly, the molecular modeler must find the optimal
combination of docking-scoring algorithms capable of correct
ranking of docked conformers and poses for potential ligands
within certain binding pocket.

In addition to deciding the optimal docking-scoring combi-
nation for a particular docking problem, the molecular modeler
must decide whether to leave crystallographically explicit water
molecules in the binding site or not prior to ligand docking.50-55

Furthermore, the fact that crystallographic structures lack in-
formation on hydrogen atoms means that it should be appro-
priately assumed, prior to docking, whether the ligand’s ionizable
moieties embedded within the binding site exist in their ionized
form or not.54,56 Reliance on pKa values can be misleading
because ligand ionizabilities depend on their local microenviron-
ments within the binding pockets.56

These problems render docking experiments unreliable and
make it imperative to adopt some measures to validate the
docked conformers and poses for subsequent structure-based
discovery or design.84 Currently, these validation methods can be
classified as follows. (i) Self-docking:57 Cocrystallized ligands are
removed from their corresponding binding sites and redocked
employing the docking configuration under evaluation. The
docking trial is generally considered successful if it can reproduce
the cocrystallized conformation/pose of the ligands.85 Unfortu-
nately, this approach ignores the fact that docking experiments
are usually performed to dock ligands into binding pockets
patterned (imprinted) by other cocrystallized ligand(s), i.e.,
cross-docking, which reduces the validity of self-docking as
validation technique in cross-docking situations.57 (ii) Testing
the ability of particular docking configuration to classify com-
pounds in structural databases into actives and inactive: Nor-
mally, such databases are large lists of decoys seeded with a
limited number of known active compounds.78 The results are
usually presented using receiver-operating characteristic
(ROC) curves. Nevertheless, this approach suffers from a major
drawback: it assumes inactivity of decoymolecules despite lack of
supporting evidence.58 (iii) Validation through 3-D QSAR
methods: In this case, a particular docking configuration is
considered valid if it succeeds in aligning a set of known ligands
(i.e., into the binding pocket) in a 3-D alignment capable of
explaining bioactivity variation, e.g., via CoMFA.7,59,60 However,
this approach is quite time-consuming and laborious as CoMFA
grids include thousands of energy field points that require energy
calculations and subsequent statistical filtering to search for field
points that can explain bioactivity variation.

Pitfalls of structure-based design combined with inadequacies
of corresponding validation methods prompted us to envisage a
novel 3-D QSAR analysis to validate docking configurations:
docking-based comparative intermolecular contacts analysis
(dbCICA). This approach is based on the number and quality
of contacts between docked ligands and amino acid residues
within the binding pocket. dbCICA assesses a certain docking
configuration based on its ability to align a set of ligands (i.e.,
within a corresponding binding pocket) in such a way that potent
ligands come into contact with binding site spots distinct from
those approached by low-affinity ligands and vice versa. In other
words, dbCICA evaluates the consistency of docking by assessing
the correlation between ligands’ affinities and their contacts with
binding site spots. To test this new technique, we carried out
dbCICA modeling against two interesting targets: candida
N-myristoyl transferase (CaNMT) and glycogen phosphorylase
(GP). The resulting models were used as 3-D search queries to

catch new hits that were subsequently tested against each
corresponding target.

The significance of candida N-myristoyl transferase
(CaNMT) as a target in antifungal research64-68,86-88 combined
with the availability of appropriate crystallographic structures for
this target89-91 prompted us to evaluate dbCICA against this
target. Toward this end, a diverse list of 108 CaNMT inhibitors
were docked into the binding pocket of CaNMT employing
diverse docking conditions that included three docking engines,
14 scoring functions, two ligand ionization states (ionized versus
un-ionized), and two binding site hydration states (hydrous and
anhydrous).

Similarly, the significance of glycogen phosphorylase (GP) as
valid antidiabetic target,93-95 combined with the availability of
several human liver GPa X-ray complexes,96-107 prompted us to
evaluate a variety of docking-scoring conditions to identify
optimal parameters capable of aligning GP inhibitors within GP
binding site in such a way to be consistent with their bioactivities.
A list of 35 GP inhibitors were docked into the binding pocket of
GP employing ligandfit docking engine via six scoring functions,
two ligand ionization states (ionized versus un-ionized), and two
binding site hydration states (hydrous and anhydrous).

Subsequently, dbCICA modeling was employed in both
examples as a gauge to measure the success of each set of docking
parameters. Thereafter, optimal dbCICAmodels were employed
as templates to generate pharmacophore models that were
employed as search queries to screen the National Cancer
Institute (NCI) structural database for new GP and CaNMT
inhibitors. Hits were subsequently bioassayed. Several hits illu-
strated good biological properties.

2. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

2.1. Basic Concept of dbCICA. Although docking engines
suffer from being unable to calculate free energy of binding,
they normally succeed in reproducing cocrystallized ligand
poses and conformations among their high-ranking docking
solutions.1,3,6,8,10,85 This suggests that it is quite possible to
correlate docked 3-D ligand poses and conformers with bioactiv-
ities, as shown previously using CoMFA modeling.7,59,60

In dbCICA, the interest is focused on identifying a set of atoms
within the binding site that tend to contact with potent docked
ligands, while avoid poorly active docked ligands. If such a set of
contact atoms is identified for a docked list of ligands, then one
can assume that the docking configuration is successful, i.e., it
arranged the molecules in a such way that can explains variation
in bioactivity.
Undoubtedly, high ligand-receptor affinity is mediated by a

certain critical number of interactions, i.e., potent ligands usually
satisfy certain critical interactions (hotspots) within the binding
pocket. However, the fact that docking engines and scoring
functions evaluate a large number of ligand-receptor interac-
tions to generate their docking solutions means the influence of
critical interactions might be overlooked. In this context, identi-
fying a set of affinity-discriminating contact atoms within the
binding site should help not only to validate a particular docking
configuration, but also in pinpointing the critical ligand-recep-
tors interactions responsible for affinity as such discriminatory
contacts encode for nearby attractive interactions. In fact, the
resulting dbCICAmodels can be translated into pharmacophoric
models of a limited number of critical binding features that can be
used as 3-D search queries to mine for new ligands.
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2.2. Practical Aspects and Implementation of dbCICA.The
dbCICA concept leaves a question about the definition of
“contacts”, i.e., the interatomic distance thresholds that can be
considered as acceptable contacts. The fact that most ligand-
receptor interactions, including hydrogen bonding and van der
Waals’ forces, illustrate optimal strength at distance ranges of
2.0-3.5 Å prompted us to perform dbCICA analysis by im-
plementing three distance thresholds as interatomic contacts, i.e.,
2.0, 2.5, or 3.5 Å. Interatomic distances below (or equal to) the
predefined threshold are considered as contacts and are encoded
by a binary value of one, while larger distances are considered as
noncontacts and encoded by zeros. Interatomic distances are
calculated on the basis of explicit hydrogen atoms.
As mentioned earlier, discriminatory ligand-receptor con-

tacts are surrogates of nearby critical ligand-receptor interac-
tions. However, because ligand-receptor affinity is normally
mediated by a set of concomitant critical attractive interactions, it
is expected that their proxy contacts are also concomitant. This
basic principle is represented in dbCICA analysis by searching for
discriminatory ligand-receptor contacts that have their summa-
tion values directly proportional to bioactivity, i.e., search of
concurrent contacts rather than separate contacts.
Furthermore, our dbCICA algorithm has the option of allow-

ing any particular positive contacts column to emerge up to three
times in the optimal summation model, i.e., allows variable
weights for contacts. This option identifies intermolecular con-
tacts of higher weights or contributions in the optimal dbCICA
models. See point (iii) in docking-based comparative molecular
contacts analysis (dbCICA) (section 4.1.6) of the Experimental
Section for more details.
Still, some contacts are expected to be inversely proportional

to bioactivity (i.e., negative contacts). These contacts encode for
repulsive interactions (steric clashes). However, to remove any
correlation faults resulting from summations of negative and
positive contacts during the search for optimal contact combina-
tions, dbCICA analysis is preceded by scanning the correlations
between each contact column and bioactivity. Inversely propor-
tional contacts, i.e., negative contacts, are removed during the
initial search phase for optimal combinations of positive contacts.
Nevertheless, because ligand-receptor binding is controlled

by both attractive and repulsive forces, both positive and negative
contacts are later combined in dbCICA models. However, to
maintain the consistency of correlation calculations, i.e., maintain
the trend of direct proportionality between contacts combina-
tions and bioactivities, it was decided to invert negative contacts,
i.e., by converting their zeros to ones and vice versa. Subse-
quently, a second search phase is performed to find optimal
summations of negative contacts that upon combination with
previously defined optimal positive contacts summations yield
optimal correlations with bioactivity.
It remains to be mentioned that dbCICA contacts summation

models are judged on the basis of three success criteria: correlation
coefficient (r2), leave-one-out r2 (r2LOO), or K-fold r2 (r2K-fold).
See genetic algorithm implementation in dbCICA modeling
(section 4.1.7) of the Experimental Section for more details.
2.3. Inferences from dbCICA Output. From the previous

discussion, one can summarize information collected from
dbCICA modeling in the following points.

• Success in identifying a combination of ligand-receptor
contact points of collinear relationship with bioactivity
suggests validity of the corresponding docking-scoring

approach. This is reminiscent of the use of other 3-D QSAR
methods, e.g, CoMFA, to validate docking-scoring
methodologies.7,59,60

• Successful dbCICA models point to critical amino acids
involved in ligand binding (binding hot spots). This in-
formation combined with identifying the optimal docking-
scoring conditions are of great help in subsequent structure-
based lead optimization efforts.27

• Successful dbCICA models can be translated into pharma-
cophoric hypothesis useful for in silico screening of virtual
databases to identify new hits. Although many studies have
been published claiming to extract a pharmacophore starting
solely from the structural analysis of one or few protein-
ligand complexes, the extracted information cannot be
termed “pharmacophore” if it is not based on proper
structure-activity relationship analysis.63 Although pro-
tein-ligand complexes can clear up some ambiguities about
a binding pharmacophore, such complexes only display
active molecules bound to the target site; they do not bring
any information regarding the requirement of each interac-
tion to the activity.27 Thismakes dbCICA handy for building
pharmacophoremodels as it is based on 3-D SAR differences
between active and inactive ligands within the binding site.

2.4. First Case Study on dbCICA: Discovery of CaNMT
Inhibitors. NMT is a cytosolic monomeric enzyme present in
eukaryotes such as protozoa, fungi, and animals but absent in
bacteria.86,87 NMT catalyzes the myristoylation of protein targets
by transfer of myristate frommyristoyl-CoA to substrate protein.
In fungi, myristoylation is involved in the regulation of interac-
tion between certain signaling proteins and the cellular mem-
brane, which is required in signal transduction cascades and
vesicular and protein trafficking processes.87,88 Themain focus of
recent efforts toward the development of new candidal NMT
(CaNMT) inhibitors concentrate on structure-based ligand
design.88

Accordingly, we decided to employ dbCICA to identify the
optimal conditions and parameters necessary for successful
docking of 108 CaNMT inhibitors (Table A of the Supporting
Information). Furthermore, the optimal dbCICA model was
converted into a pharmacophore hypothesis, which we used as a
3-D search query to mine for new anti-NMT hits fromNCI list of
compounds.
The study was performed as follows. The collected com-

pounds were docked into the active site of CaNMT employing
three docking engines: LigandFit,25,70 LibDock,27,28 and
FRED.26 In each case, four docking variations were implemen-
ted: two related to ligand ionization (ionized vs un-ionized
ligands) and two related to binding site hydration (hydrous vs
anhydrous binding site).
Subsequently, high-ranking docking solutions were scored by

14 different scoring functions. Seven scoring functions were
imbedded in FRED and were therefore used for scoring
FRED-generated docked poses and conformers, and the remain-
ing seven were used to score the docked results of LigandFit and
LibDock. The highest-ranking ligand conformers and poses, on
the basis of each scoring function, were aligned to construct
corresponding dbCICA models.
Intermolecular ligand binding site contacts were determined

employing three distance thresholds: 2.0, 2.5, and 3.5 Å. There-
fore, three corresponding contact binarymatrices were generated
for each docking solution (see section 4.1.6 of the Experimental
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Section). Subsequently, a genetic algorithm (GA)-based search
was implemented to search for the best combination
(summation) of ligand-receptor intermolecular contacts cap-
able of explaining bioactivity variation across the training com-
pounds. GA was instructed to scan combinations of 2-10
directly proportional intermolecular (positive) contacts followed
by 5 or 10 inversely proportional (negative) contacts.
Tables B, C, and D of the Supporting Information show the

contacts thresholds in angstroms, number of positive and
negative contacts, and statistical criteria of the best dbCICA
models based on docked solutions generated by FRED, LibDock,
and LigandFit, respectively, while Table 1 summarizes the high-
est-ranking results of the three tables. Clearly, from Table 1, all
high-ranking dbCICA models shared mediocre statistical criteria
with r25-fold values around 0.50. We believe this behavior is
attributed to the fact that in dbCICA modeling the bioactivities
of training compounds are correlated with contacts summation,
i.e., a single descriptor in each round of genetic iterations.
Correlation with a single descriptor is expected to yield mediocre
correlation statistics. However, correlation to multiple contacts
failed to achieve any substantial prediction. Moreover, the
fundamental theory of dbCICA is based on the occurrence of
simultaneous contacts, which are best represented by summa-
tion. Therefore, we believe the best use of dbCICA statistical
criteria is to merely rank dbCICA models and to prioritize them
for translation into pharmacophore models.
Table 1 shows that LibDock illustrated the best results with

five of its docking settings yielding dbCICA models of r25-fold
valuesg 0.45. FRED came next with only one dbCICAmodel of
r25-fold g 0.45. Interestingly, PMF-based scoring was superior
over other scoring functions as four out of the six of the best
dbCICAmodels were based on PMF. Similarly, ligand ionization
seems to enhance the qualities of the dbCICAmodels as four out
of the six best dbCICA models were based on docking solutions
performed on ionized ligands. However, the significance of
explicit water molecules seems to be less drastic as three out of
the six successful dbCICA models were based on hydrous
binding sites, albeit they were statistically better models (i.e.,
dbCICA models A-I and A-II, Table 1).
The fact that both dbCICA models A-I and A-II (Table 1),

which shared the best statistical success criteria, were based on
the same docking-scoring conditions, i.e., LibDock/PMF04-
based docking of ionized ligands into anhydrous binding pocket,
greatly supported the validity of their docking conditions and

therefore provided excellent frameworks for subsequent devel-
opment into promising pharmacophoric hypotheses for in silico
screening. Figure 1 compares how these conditions dock a ligand
compared to its cocrystallized structure.
Table 2 shows critical CaNMT binding site contact atoms and

their weights as proposed by optimal dbCICA models A-I and
A-II. Clearly from Table 2, a number of critical contacts emerged
in both dbCICAmodelsA-I andA-II, which further support their
significance. For example, the carbonyl oxygens of LEU451 and
PHE240 emerged in both models pointing to their exceptional
significance in controlling CaNMT bioactivity.
Figures 2 and 4 show how dbCICA models A-I and A-II were

translated into corresponding pharmacophoric models (hypoA-I
and hypoA-II, respectively, Figures 3 and 5) employing DS 2.5
environment. See molecular field analysis (section 4.1.8) of the
Experimental Section for more details. Initially, the binding
pockets were annotated by rendering significant contacts atoms
in spherical forms (see Figures 2A and 4A). Subsequently, we
selected few potent (IC50 < 0.05 μM) and well-behaved docked
compounds, i.e., of least difference between experimental and
fitted bioactivities (determined by regressing the inhibitors’
bioactivities and their docking-based contacts summations).
Thereafter, appropriate pharmacophoric features were placed

Table 1. Highest Ranking Anti-CaNMT dbCICA Models, Their Corresponding Parameters, and Statistical Criteriaa

dbCICA

model

docking

engine

ligand ionization

state

explicit

waterb
scoring

function

contacts distance

thresholdc
number of

positive contactsd
number of negative

contactse r108
f r2LOO

g r25-fold
h F statistic

A-I LibDock ionized absent PMF04 3.5 7 5 0.73 0.51 0.51 119.5

A-II LibDock ionized absent PMF04 3.5 8 10 0.72 0.51 0.50 115.3

A-III LibDock unionized present PLP1 2.5 7 10 0.69 0.47 0.47 99.0

A-IV LibDock unionized absent PMF 3.5 6 10 0.69 0.46 0.46 96.2

A-V FRED ionized present CHEMSCORE 2.5 10 10 0.68 0.45 0.45 91.9

A-VI LibDock ionized present PMF 3.5 8 5 0.67 0.43 0.45 87.2
aThe presented information in this table is extracted fromTables B, C, and D of the Supporting Information except for the F statistic, which is calculated
from the correlation connecting -log (IC50) and the contacts sums of the corresponding dbCICA models. bCrystallographically explicit water of
hydration. cDistance thresholds used to define ligand binding site contacts. dOptimal number of combined (i.e., summed) bioactivity-enhancing ligand
binding site contacts. eOptimal number of combined (i.e., summed) bioactivity-disfavoring ligand binding site contacts. fNoncross-validated correlation
coefficient for 108 training compounds. gCross-validation correlation coefficients determined by the leave-one-out technique. hCross-validation
correlation coefficients determined by the leave-20%-out technique repeated 5 times.

Figure 1. Comparison between the cocrystallized pose of MIM (red,
PDB code: 1IYK, resolution 2.3 Å) and its docked pose into CaNMT
according to docking conditions of models A-I and A-II (green,
Table 1).
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onto common chemical functionalities among aligned docked
compounds, as in Figures 2D and 4D.

The pharmacophoric features were placed in such away to
highlight the interactions encoded by nearest critical contacts.

Table 2. Critical Binding Site Contact Atoms Proposed by Optimal dbCICA Models for CaNMT Inhibitors

favored contact atoms (positive

contacts)a,b

dbCICA

model

amino acids and corresponding

atom identitiesc weightsd disfavored contact atoms (negative contacts)e

A-I ILE111: CA 2 ASP112:OD1; GLY212:O; HIS227:HD1; PHE117:HE1; TYR335:CZ

LEU451: O 3

PHE115: HB1 1

PHE240: O 3

SER214: HN 3

TYR225: CD1 1

TYR335: HH 1

A-II ASP110: CB 3 ASP412:CB; GLY212:HA1; GLY413:HA1; GLY413:HA2; ILE111:CG1; PHE115:CZ; PHE117:HE1;

PHE339:HE1; TYR225:CD2; VAL108:HG11HIS227: HD2 3

ILE111: CB 1

LEU450: C 1

LEU451: O 3

PHE240: O 3

THR211: HG1 1

VAL108: HG21 3
aNumbers and distance thresholds are as in Table 1. bBioactivity-proportional ligand binding site contacts. cBinding site amino acids and their
significant atomic contacts. Atom codes are as provided by the protein data bank file format (e.g., ILE111: CA encodes for carbon atom (A) of isoleucine
number 111) except for hydrogen atoms which were coded by DS2.0. dDegree of significance (weight) of corresponding contact atom, which points to
times it emerges in the final dbCICA model (see point (v) in section 4.1.6 of the Experimental Section). eBioactivity-disfavoring ligand binding site
contacts (steric clashes).

Figure 2. Steps for manual generation of binding hypothesisHypoA-I as guided by dbCICAmodelA-I (Tables 1 and 2). (A) The binding site moieties
in dbCICAmodel A-I with significant contact atoms shown as spheres. (B) The docked pose of the well-behaved compound A103 (IC50 = 0.0013 μM)
within the binding pocket. (C) The docked poses of the well-behaved and potent compounds A3, A24, A78, and A103. (D) Manually placed
pharmacophoric features onto chemical moieties common among docked well-behaved potent compounds A3, A24, A78, and A103. (E) The docked
pose of A78 (well-behaved and potent, IC50 = 0.0057 μM) and how it relates to the proposed pharmacophoric features. (F) Exclusion spheres fitted
against binding site atoms showing negative correlations with bioactivity (as emergent in dbCICA model A-I).
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For example, in case of dbCICA model A-II, emergence of a
significant contact at the carboxylic oxygen of LEU451, com-
bined with the consensus of well-behaved, potent docked ligands
on placing nearby quaternary ammonium groups, prompted us
to place a positive ionizable feature onto the ammonium groups
(Figure 4D). Similarly, agreement of docked, potent and well-

behaved compounds on placing hydrophobic moieties (aromatic
rings) near to hydrogen (HG21) and oxygen atoms of VAL108
and PHE240, respectively (both of which emerged as significant
contacts in dbCICA model A-II, as shown in Table 2) prompted
us to place hydrophobic pharmacophoric features onto both
positions, as in Figure 4D. The significant dbCICA contact at
PHE240 oxygen seems to encode for π-π stacking of aromatic
rings in docked ligands against the phenyl side chain of PHE240.
Finally, agreement among docked potent and well-behaved
training compounds in placing hydrogen bond accepting moi-
eties directed toward β-carbon (CB) of ASP110 and HB1
hydrogen of HIS227, encouraged us to place two hydrogen-
bond acceptor features originating from the benzofuran oxygens
and aromatic fluoro (or cyano) substitutents of the docked
ligands pointing toward the β-carbon of ASP110 and HB1
hydrogen of HIS227, respectively. Incidentally, the significant
contact at the β-carbon of ASP110 seems to encode for hydrogen
bonding involving the carboxylic acid of ASP110 and the
benzofuran oxygens of the docked ligands.
A similar strategy was implemented for the development of

pharmacophore modelHypoA-I starting with dbCICAmodelA-
I. Figures 3 and 5 show the two pharmacophore models,
including their exclusion regions, while Table E of the Support-
ing Information shows the X, Y, Z coordinates of the two
pharmacophores.
2.4.1. Validation of Optimal Anti-CaNMT dbCICA Models.

Three validation procedures were implemented to assess the
dbCICA models, namely, CoMFA, self-docking, and ROC
analyses.
(1). CoMFA Modeling. To validate optimal dbCICA models

generated from CaMNT inhibitors (models A-I to A-VI,
Table 1), it was decided to assess whether their corresponding

Figure 4. Steps for manual generation of binding hypothesis HypoA-II as guided by dbCICA model A-II (Tables 1 and 2). (A) The binding site
moieties in dbCICA model A-II with significant contact atoms shown as spheres. (B) The docked pose of the well-behaved compound A78 (IC50 =
0.0057 μM) within the binding pocket. (C) The docked poses of the well-behaved and potent compounds A76, A78, A79, and A93. (D) Manually
placed pharmacophoric features onto commonly aligned chemical moieties among docked well-behaved potent compounds A76, A78, A79, and A93.
(E) The docked pose of A78 and how it relates to the proposed pharmacophoric features. (F) Exclusion spheres fitted against binding site atoms of
negative correlations with bioactivity (as emergent in dbCICA model A-II).

Figure 3. HypoA-I pharmacophoric features and exclusion spheres.
Light blue spheres represent hydrophobic features, dark blue spheres
represent hydrophobic aromatic features, vectored green spheres re-
present hydrogen bond acceptor, and gray spheres represent exclusion
regions.
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molecular alignments yield self-consistent and predictive CoM-
FA models.7,59,60 For comparison purposes, a similar assessment
was performed for molecular alignments of a low-ranking
dbCICA model (e.g, LibDock-based docking of ionized ligands
into anhydrous binding pocket employing PLP1 scoring function
of r25-fold = 0.31, Table C of the Supporting Information). Table 3
shows the statistical criteria of the resulting CoMFA models.
Clearly from Table 3, the statistical criteria of the top two

dbCICAmodels (i.e.,A-I and A-II, Table 2) correlate nicely with
those of their CoMFA counterpart. The remaining models failed
either in their r2LOO or r2PRESS (Table 3), which also correspond
to the low r25-fold of their corresponding dbCICA counterparts
(e0.47, Table 1). Unsurprisingly, the low-ranking dbCICA
model coincided with the low quality CoMFA model
(Table 3). Agreement between CoMFA and dbCICA provides
additional evidence of the capacity of dbCICA modeling as a
validation technique in docking studies.
(2). Self-Docking. However, to assess the similarity between

ligand poses and conformers produced by the docking condi-
tions of dbCICA models A-I and A-II (Table 1) and the

crystallographic structure of a bound ligand, we compared the
docked pose of the ligand MIM (employing docking conditions
of A-I and A-II) with its cocrystallized pose (PDB code: 1IYK,
resolution 2.3 Å). Figure 1 shows alignment of the two structures.
Clearly from the figure the docking conditions succeeded in
placing the pharmacophoric features of the ligand in comparable
fashion with that of the cocrystallized pose (rms = 3.26 Å), i.e.,
the cyclohexyl side chain, imidazol ring, primary amine, and
central aromatic and amidic moiety were all closely aligned in
both cases adding further support to the docking configuration.
The slight shifts in the positions of different moieties can be
attributed to fact that docking was performed on anhydrous
binding pocket compared crystallographic structure.
(3). Receiver Operating Characteristic Curve Analysis of

Corresponding Pharmacophores (HypoA-I and HypoA-II,
Figures 3 and 5). The two pharmacophores were subjected to
receiver-operating curve (ROC) analysis. In ROC analysis, the
ability of a particular pharmacophore model to correctly classify a
list of compounds as actives or inactives is indicated by the area
under the curve (AUC) of the corresponding ROC as well as
other parameters: overall accuracy, overall specificity, overall true
positive rate, and overall false negative rate (see section SM-2 of
ther Supporting Information for more details).62,78-81,112-115

Figure 6 and Table 4 show the ROC performances of our
dbCICA-based pharmacophores.
It is clearly from both the table and figure that HypoA-II

significantly outperformed HypoA-I, which is probably attribu-
ted to the absence of a positive ionizable feature inHypoA-I. The
superior properties of HypoA-II prompted us to use it as 3-D
search query against the NCI list of compounds to discover new
anti-CaNMT hits.
2.4.2. In Silico Screening and in Vitro Validation. HypoA-II

was employed as a 3-D search query to screen the national cancer
institute list of compounds (NCI, includes 238,819 compounds).
NCI hits were subsequently filtered by a molecular weight
threshold of 550 Da in order to remove large, nondrug-like
compounds. The resulting hits were docked into CaNMT
protein (PDB code: 1IYK) employing the same docking condi-
tions of dbCICA model A-II (i.e., LibDock docking of ionized
ligands without protein hydration water and employing PMF04
scoring function, as in Table 1). The resulting docked poses were

Figure 5. HypoA-II pharmacophoric features and exclusion spheres.
Light blue spheres represent hydrophobic features, vectored green
spheres represent hydrogen bond acceptors, red sphere represents
positive ionizable feature, and gray spheres represent exclusion regions.

Table 3. Statistical Results of the CoMFA Models Obtained via High-Ranking Anti-CaNMT dbCICA-Based Docking-Scoring
Combinations (as in Table 1)

statistical criteria

dbCICA modelsa docking conditionsa scoring functiona termsb PCc r2d r2LOO
e r2BS

f r2PRESS
g

highesth ranking A-I and A-IIh Libdock-ionized ligands:anhydrous binding pocket PMF04 15 4 0.76 0.61 0.75 0.49 (0.59)j

A-V Fred-ionized ligands: hydrous binding pocket CHEMSCORE 17 3 0.77 0.61 0.76 0.36

A-III Libdock-un-ionized ligands: hydrous binding pocket PLP1 17 3 0.70 0.30 0.47 0.55

A-IV Libdock-un-ionized ligands: anhydrous binding pocket PMF 17 5 0.70 0.30 0.39 0.45

A-VI Libdock-ionized ligands: hydrous binding pocket PMF 16 6 0.77 0.57 0.68 0.12

low rankingi Libdock-ionized ligands: anhydrous binding pocket PLP1 16 6 0.737 0.351 0.521 0.33
a dbCICA models and corresponding docking-scoring conditions were selected from Tables B and C of the Supporting Information. bNumber of
CoMFA descriptors in the best 3-D QSAR model. cNumber of principal components (latent variables) in the best 3-D QSAR model.
dNoncrossvalidated correlation coefficient for 87 training compounds. eCross-validation correlation coefficients determined by the leave-one out
technique. fBootstrapping correlation coefficient. g Predictive r2 determined for the 21 test compounds (see Experimental Section). h dbCICA models
numbered as in Table 1. iExample of low-ranking dbCICA model selected from Table C of the Supporting Information. j r2PRESS values after removing
single outlier from the testing set (A85, Table A of the Supporting Information).
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subsequently analyzed for critical contacts according to dbCICA
model A-II (Table 2) and the sums of critical contacts for each
hit compound were employed to rank the corresponding hits
and prioritize subsequent in vitro testing. Table 5 and Figure 7
show the highest ranking hits and their experimental in vitro
bioactivities.
Out of the the 35 highest-ranking hits acquired for experi-

mental validation, 11 were found to possess potent antifungal
minimal inhibitory concentrations (MICs) ranging from 46.7
to 855 μM. Five hits, namely, A111 (NCI0380503), A112
(NCI0009609), A120 (NCI0057144), A125 (NCI0111726),

and A 129(NCI0051663) exhibited selective antifungal activ-
ities, i.e., they were inactive against gram positive or gram
negative bacteria exemplified by S. aureus and E. coli, respectively.
Figure 8 shows how a selective anti-NMT hit dock into the
binding pocket of this enzyme and how the docked conformer
maps HypoA-II. Needless to say, the selective antifungal bioac-
tivities strongly suggest inhibition of NMT because this enzyme
exists only in fungal cells, i.e., not in bacteria (neither gram
positive nor gram negative).

2.5. Second Case Study: Discovery of GP Inhibitors.
Glycogen phosphorylase (GP), a homodimeric protein,108 cat-
alyzes glycogenolysis by converting glycogen to glucose-1-phos-
phate in the liver.94,108,109Accordingly, there is great recent
interest in the discovery of new GP inhibitors as possible
treatments for diabetes.110,111

The study was performed as follows. Initially all 35 com-
pounds (B1-B35, Table F of the Supporting Information) were

Figure 6. Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves of dbCICA-
based pharmacophores (A) HypoA-I and (B) HypoA-II.

Table 4. Performance of dbCICA-Based Anti-CaNMT
Pharmacophores as 3-D Search Queries

pharmacophoremodel ROCaand AUCb ACCc SPCd TPRe FNRf

HypoA-I 82.70 96.41 97.63 63.64 23.73

HypoA-II 99.82 96.41 96.78 86.36 3.22
aROC: receiver operating characteristic. bAUC: area under the curve
(%). cACC: overall accuracy (%). d SPC: overall specifity (%). eTPR:
overall true positive rate. f FNR: overall false negative rate (%).

Table 5. High-Ranking Hits Captured by HypoA-II, Their
Corresponding Summation Contacts According to dbCICA
model A-II, and in Vitro Bioactivities

hita NCI code dbCICA contactsb MIC (μM) againstcC. albicans

A109 NCI0349841 20 NAd

A110 NCI0040089 12 NA

A111 NCI0380503 17 107

A112 NCI0009609 22 221

A113 NCI0035706 11 NA

A114 NCI0032470 10 NA

A116 NCI0062371 15 NA

A117 NCI0087942 13 NA

A118 NCI0036837 16 NA

A119 NCI0092064 15 NA

A120 NCI0057144 19 194

A122 NCI0296300 14 NA

A123 NCI0292266 18 NA

A124 NCI0291562 20 NA

A125 NCI0111726 20 373

A126 NCI0117460 17 NA

A127 NCI0119940 10 NA

A128 NCI0132389 15 NA

A129 NCI0051663 13 46.7

A130 NCI0318194 15 NA

A131 NCI0026853 20 NA

A132 NCI0278358 14 NA

A133 NCI0032457 12 NA

A134 NCI0683339 18 NA

A135 NCI0691085 15 NA

A136 NCI0270746 10 NA

A137 NCI0014500 17 NA

A138 NCI0064977 19 NA

A139 NCI0280900 18 NA

A140 NCI0327929 13 NA

miconazolee - 28
aHits numbers as in Figure 7. bContacts summations according to
dbCICA model A-II (Table 2). cMinimum inhibitory concentration
determined for each hit compound against C. albicans. dNot active (at
concentrations e1 mg/mL). eReference antifungal agent.
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Figure 7. Chemical structures of the tested highest ranking hits captured by HypoA-II.
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docked into the binding site of GP employing LigandFit.70 Four
docking configurations were implemented: ionized vs un-ionized
ligands, and hydrous vs anhydrous binding site.
Subsequently, high-ranking docking solutions were scored

by six different scoring functions: Jain,33,37 LigScore1,
LigScore2,70,31 PLP1,71 PLP2,41 and PMF.43-45

Thereafter, dbCICA modeling was repeated to cover all
possible docking combinations, i.e., resulting from the presence
(or absence) of crystallographically explicit water molecules
within the binding site and the ionization states of the ligands
(ionized or un-ionized).
Two distance thresholds, 2.5 and 3.5 Å, were used to deter-

mine intermolecular ligand binding site contacts. Accordingly,
two corresponding binary contact matrices were generated for
each docking solution (see section 4.1.6 of the Experimental
Section). A GA-based search was subsequently implemented to
search for the best combination (summation) of ligand-recep-
tor intermolecular contacts capable of explaining bioactivity
variation across the training compounds. GA was instructed to
scan combinations of 2-10 directly proportional intermolecular
(positive) contacts followed by 2, 5, or 10 inversely proportional
(negative) contacts.
Table 6 shows the docking conditions, distance thresholds,

number of positive and negative contacts, and statistical criteria
of top-ranking dbCICA models produced for GP inhibitors. The
complete list is shown in Table G of the Supporting Information.
Apparently, from Table 6 and Table G of the Supporting
Information, all different docking settings yielded dbCICA

models of relatively good overall qualities with their r25-fold values
g 0.58 suggesting the ability of GP inhibitors to assume multiple
binding modes within the binding pocket. Still, ligand ionization
seems to enhance the qualities of the dbCICAmodels as four out
of the highest-ranking five dbCICAmodels (Table 6) were based
on docking solutions performed on ionized ligands. A similar
trend is noticed for explicit water molecules: three out of the top
five dbCICAmodels were based on docking solutions performed
on hydrous binding pocket.
The fact that three of the best dbCICA models (i.e., B-I, B-

II and B-III, Table 6) were based on the same docking
conditions (ionized ligands and hydrous binding site) supports
the validity of the corresponding docking conditions and there-
fore should provide excellent framework for subsequent devel-
opment into promising pharmacophoric hypotheses for in silico
screening.
Table 7 shows amino acid contacts that emerged in the top-

deterranking dCICA models. Apparently from the table, some
critical amino acid contacts repetitively emerge in high-ranking
dbCICA models, which further support their significance. For
example, the contact B:THR38:CA appears in four out of the five
topmodels, while the amino acidsB:THR38 andB:ARG60 emerged
in five and four models, respectively, albeit via different atoms.
Accordingly, it was decided to generate five pharmacophore

models from the five highest-ranking dbCICA models. For
example, Figure 9 shows how dbCICA model B-III was
translated into corresponding pharmacophoric model HypoB-
III (Figure 10). Initially, the binding pocket was annotated by

Figure 8. Selective anti-CaNMT hit and how it docks into the binding site via dbCICA model A-II docking conditions (Table 1) compared to how it
maps HypoA-II. (A) Docking A129 into CaNMT. (B) Docking of A129 and mapping against HypoA-II. (C) Mapping of A129 against HypoA-II.

Table 6. Highest Ranking dbCICA Models for GP Inhibitors, Their Corresponding Parameters, and Statistical Criteriaa

dbCICA

model

ligand ionization

state

explicit

waterb
scoring

function

contacts distance

thresholdc
number of positive

contactsd
number of negative

contactse r235
f r2LOO

g r25-fold
h F statistic

B-I ionized present Jain 3.5 6 10 0.75 0.72 0.72 106.40

B-II ionized present LIGSCORE2 3.5 5 10 0.73 0.69 0.71 92.65

B-III ionized present PLP1, PMF 3.5 9 10 0.76 0.73 0.73 112.13

B-IV ionized absent PLP2 3.5 9 5 0.76 0.74 0.75 112.42

B-V unionized absent LIGSCORE1 2.5 5 10 0.79 0.76 0.77 130.08
aThe presented information in this table is extracted from Table G of the Supporting Information except for the F statistic, which is calculated from the
correlation connecting -log (IC50) and the contacts sums of the corresponding dbCICA models. bCrystalographically explicit water of hydration.
cDistance thresholds used to define ligand binding site contacts. dOptimal number of combined (i.e., summed) bioactivity-enhancing ligand binding site
contacts. eOptimal number of combined (i.e., summed) bioactivity-disfavoring ligand binding site contacts. fNoncross-validated correlation coefficient
for 35 training compounds. gCross-validation correlation coefficients determined by the leave-one-out technique. hCross-validation correlation
coefficients determined by the leave-20%-out technique repeated 5 times.
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rendering significant contact atoms in spherical forms (see
Figure 9a). Subsequently, potent, well-behaved docked com-
pounds, i.e., of least difference between experimental and fitted
bioactivities, were placed into the binding pocket to position
appropriate pharmacophoric features onto common aligned
chemical functionalities among these compounds, as in panel
(d) of Figure 9. The pharmacophoric features were placed in

such a way to highlight the interactions encoded by the critical
contacts (as in the previous case in section 2.4 of the Results and
Discussion).
A similar strategy was implemented for the development of

four other anti-GP pharmacophore models, namely, HypoB-I,
HypoB-II, HypoB-IV, and HypoB-V (Figures A-J of the
Supporting Information) corresponding to dbCICA models

Table 7. Critical Binding Site Contact Atoms Proposed by High Ranking dbCICA Models for GP Inhibitors

favored contact atoms

(positive contacts)b disfavored contact atoms (negative contacts)c,e

dbCICA

modela
amino acids (or water) and

corresponding atom identitiesc weightsd
from chain A in GP

(PDB code: 1L5R) from chain B in GP (PDB code: 1L5R) from explicit waterf

B-I A:ARG60:NH1 2

LEU39:HA LYS191:CE

THR38:C

GLY186:CA

H2O56:O H2O230:H2

A:LYS191:C 3

LYS191:CD LYS191:HD2 LYS191:

HE1 TYR185:HD2

A:LYS191:HD1 3

B:ARG60:CZ 2

B:THR38:O 3

B:THR38:CA 2

B-II A:PRO229:CD 2

LEU39:HA
GLU190:C LYS191:CE LYS191:HD1

LYS191:HD2 TYR185:N

H2O13:H1 H2O56:H2

H2O231:H1 H2O509:H1

A:PRO188:O 1

B:ARG60:NH2 2

B:THR38:CA 2

H2O379:H1 3

B-III A:ARG60:HH12 1

HIS57:NE2 LYS191:HZ1

THR38:C

GLY186:CA LYS191:HZ2

PRO188:CA

H2O4:O H2O56:H1 H2O56:

H2 H2O260:H1

A:LEU63:HB2 1

A:TRP189:HA 1

A:TRP67:CE3 1

B:ARG60:HH11 3

B:GLY186:HA2 3

B:THR38:CA 3

B:TYR185:HB2 3

B:TYR185:O 2

B-IV A:GLU190:C 2

ARG60:HE TRP189:CA
ARG60:HH12 LYS191:HZ2

THR38:HG23

A:TRP189:C 3

B:ARG60:CZ 2

B:ARG60:HH11 3

B:LEU39:HD13 1

B:PHE53:HZ 1

B:THR38:CA 3

B:TYR185:HA 1

B:TYR185:HB2 2

B-V A:LYS191:HB1 2

LYS191:HZ2 PRO194:HG2

SER192:HB1 VAL64:HG23

GLU190:HG1 GLU190:HG2 GLU190:

OE2 LEU39:HD12 LYS191:HD2

PRO188:HB2

B:HIS57:NE2 2

B:PRO188:HD2 1

B:THR38:HA 2

B:PHE53:HE2 2
aModel numbers are as in Table 6. bBioactivity-enhancing ligand binding site contacts. cBinding site amino acids and their significant atomic contacts.
Atom codes are as provided in the PDB format (e.g., A:TRP189:CA encodes for peptide chain A, tryptophan number 189, carbon atom A). Hydrogen
atoms were labeled as coded byDS2.0. dWeight of corresponding contact atom. It points to the times the particular contact appeared in the final dbCICA
model (see point (v) in section 4.1.6 of the Experimental Section). eBioactivity-disfavoring ligand binding site contacts. fCrystallographically
explicit water.
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B-I, B-II, B-IV, and B-V (Tables 6 and 7), respectively.
Table H of the Supporting Information shows the X, Y, Z
coordinates of the generated pharmacophores.
2.5.1. Validation of Optimal Anti-GP dbCICA Models. Similar

to the CaNMT case, we implemented three validation methods
to assess the dbCICA models of GP inhibitors, namely, CoMFA,
self-docking, and ROC analyses.
(1). CoMFA Modeling. It was decided to assess whether

molecular alignments corresponding to highest ranking dbCICA
models yield self-consistent and predictive CoMFAmodels.7,59,60

For comparison purposes, a similar assessment was performed
formolecular alignments of low-ranking dbCICAmodels. Table 8
shows the statistical criteria of the resulting CoMFAs.
Clearly from Table 8, the statistical criteria of the first three

dbCICA models (i.e., B-I to B-III, Table 6) correlate nicely
with those of their CoMFA counterparts. However, CoMFAs
corresponding to dbCICAmodels B-IV andB-Vwere weaker,
particularly in their r2PRESS values. We believe this can be
explained because of the limited number of training compounds
(28 compounds), which makes it harder on the genetic-partial
least-squares-based search (G-PLS) implemented in CoMFA
modeling to consistently filter out energy field points of sig-
nificant correlation with bioactivity, particularly because of the
large number of field points generated during CoMFA modeling
(thousands). Nevertheless, the low-ranking dbCICA models
coincided with low quality CoMFAmodels (failed r2PRESS values,
bottom of Table 8).
The general agreement between CoMFA and dbCICA in GP

inhibitors case provides additional evidence on the capacity of
dbCICA modeling as validation technique in docking studies.

(2). Self-Docking. To assess the similarity between ligand
poses and conformers produced by the docking conditions of
dbCICAmodels B-I to B-V (Table 6) and the crystallographic
structure of corresponding bound ligands, we compared the
docked pose of the ligand CP403700 employing docking condi-
tions of B-I to B-V with the cocrystallized pose of this ligand
(PDB code: 1L5R, resolution 2.1 Å). Table 9 shows the rms
difference between the experimental structure and each of the
docked structures. Clearly from the table the top three docking
conditions (B-1 to B-III) succeeded docking the ligand in close
conformers and poses to the cocrystallized pose with rms
difference of 0.5 Å. However, docking conditions corresponding
to the dbCICA models B-IV and B-V deviated significantly
from the cocrystallized pose probably because both docking
settings are based on anhydrous binding pocket in contrast to
the hydrous binding site in the crystallographic structure. Still,
agreement between dbCICA-based docking conditions and
crystallographic structures under equivalent conditions supports
the validity of dbCICA modeling.
(3). Receiver Operating Characteristic Curve Analyses of

HypoB-I to HypoB-V.Table 10 and Figure 11 (and Figures K and
L of the Supporting Information) show ROC performances
of HypoB-I to HypoB-V and their sterically refined versions
(see sections SM-1 and SM-2 and Table 1 of the Supporting
Information for ROC analysis and steric refinement of
pharmacophores).62,78-81,112-115 Clearly from Table 10 and
related figures, all dbCICA-based pharmacophores shared
good overall ROC performances, which adds further support
to their corresponding dbCICA models. Moreover, steric refine-
ment of the pharmacophores significantly improved their ROC

Figure 9. Steps for manual generation of anti-GP binding hypothesisHypoB-III as guided by dbCICAmodel B-III (Tables 6 and 7). (A) The binding
site moieties in dbCICA model B-III with significant contact atoms shown as spheres. Blue-colored and red-colored residues refer to amino acids
originating from chains A and B, respectively, of GP protein (PDB code: 1L5R, resolution 2.1 Å). (B) The docked pose of the well-behaved compound
B35 (IC50 = 12 nM) within the binding pocket. (C) The docked poses of the well-behaved and potent compounds B7, B12, B22, B29, and B35. (D)
Manually placed pharmacophoric features onto chemical moieties common among docked well-behaved GP inhibitorsB7, B12, B22,B29, andB35. (E)
The docked pose of B35 and how it relates to the proposed pharmacophoric features. (F) Exclusion spheres fitted against binding site atoms showing
negative correlations with bioactivity.
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performances. However, the refined version of HypoB-III
(Figure 10) illustrated particularly excellent ROC qualities
(Figure 11) prompting us to use it as a 3-D search query in
subsequent in silico screening for anti-GP leads.
2.5.2. In Silico Mining for New GP Inhibitors. In silico screen-

ing was conducted employing HypoB-III as a 3-D search query
against the National Cancer Institute list of compounds (NCI,
includes 238,819 compounds). NCI hits were subsequently
filtered by a molecular weight threshold of 550 Da in order to
remove large, nondrug-like compounds. Another filter was
performed based on the number of rotable bonds. The resulting
hits were docked into GP protein (PDB code: 1L5R) employing
the same docking conditions of dbCICA model B-III (i.e.,
ionized ligands with protein hydration water and employing
PLP1 scoring function, Tables 6 and 7). The resulting docked
poses were subsequently analyzed for critical contacts according

to dbCICA model B-III (Table 7), and the sums of critical
contacts for each hit compound were used to rank the corre-
sponding hits and prioritize subsequent in vitro testing. Table 11
and Figure 12 show the highest ranking hits and their experi-
mental in vitro bioactivities. Figure 13 shows how an anti-GP hit
docks into the binding pocket of GP and how the docked
conformer maps HypoB-III.

3. CONCLUSIONS

In the current project, we introduced a novel methodology to
validate and identify optimal docking configuration(s), namely,
docking-based comparative intermolecular contacts analysis
(dbCICA). Two cases studies were presented: candida NMT
and GP. Our novel approach proved to be useful to validate
docking studies and as a means to screen virtual compound
libraries for new hits.

4. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

4.1.MolecularModeling. 4.1.1. Software andHardware.The
following software packages were utilized in the present research.

• CS ChemDraw Ultra (Version 11.0), Cambridge Soft
Corp., USA.

• MarvinView (Version 5.1.4), ChemAxon Ltd., USA.
• DiscoveryStudio (DS 2.5), Accelrys, Inc., USA.
• Ligandfit within CERIUS2 (Version 4.10), Accelrys,
Inc., USA.

• Libdock within Discovery Studio (Version 2.0), Accelrys,
Inc., USA.

• FRED (Version 2.1), OpenEye Scientific Software,
Inc., USA.

• OMEGA (Version 2.1.0), OpenEye Scientific Software,
Inc., USA.

• MATLAB (Version R2007a), The MathWorks, Inc., USA.
• Catalyst (version 5.11), Accelrys, Inc., USA.

4.1.2. Data Set
4.1.2.1. Case A: CaNMT. The structures of 108 CaNMT

inhibitors were collected from the literature.64-68 They were
carefully collected such that they were all bioassayed employing
similar conditions in order to allow proper structure-activity
correlation. The in vitro bioactivities of the collected inhibitors
were expressed as the concentration of the test compound that
inhibited the activity of CaNMT enzyme by 50%, i.e., IC50. Table
A of the Supporting Information shows the structures and IC50

values of the collected inhibitors. The logarithm of measured
IC50 (μM) values were used in structure-activity correlation,
thus correlating the data linear to the free energy change. In cases
where IC50 values were expressed as being higher than certain
values, e.g., A10, A14, A15, A16, A17, A18, A19, A20, A26, A28,
A29, A31, A32, A33, A41, A42, A65, and A71 (having IC50 > 10
μM), we assumed the exact value (i.e., 10 μM). These assump-
tions are necessary to allow statistical correlation. The logarith-
mic transformation of IC50 values should minimize any potential
error resulting from this assumption as well as from minor
discrepancies in bioassay conditions among different authors.
4.1.2.2. Case B: GP. The structures of 45 GP inhibitors (B1-

B45, Table F of the Supporting Information) were assembled
from published literature.116,117 The in vitro bioactivities of the
collected inhibitors were expressed as the concentration of the
test compound that inhibited the activity of GP enzyme by 50%,

Figure 10. (A) HypoB-III pharmacophoric features and exclusion
spheres. Light blue spheres represent hydrophobic features, dark blue
spheres represent hydrophobic aromatic features, vectored green
spheres represent hydrogen bond acceptor features, vectored pink
spheres represent hydrogen bond donors, and gray spheres represent
exclusion regions. (B) Refined HypoB-III with 68 added exclusion
spheres.
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i.e., IC50. Table F of the Supporting Information shows the
structures and IC50 values of the collected inhibitors. Only 35
compounds were docked and considered in dbCICA modeling
(B1-B35, Table F of the Supporting Information) because they
were bioassayed by identical procedure. The remaining com-
pounds (B36-B45, Table F of the Supporting Information)

were used for steric refinement of generated pharmacophore
models (see section SM-1 and Table 1 of the Supporting
Information).
Racemic inhibitors were assigned arbitrary absolute chiral

configurations for subsequent modeling. This assumption is
based on the fact that the enantiomeric pairs of most ligands
behaved similarly under different docking-scoring approaches, i.
e., they yielded visually similar docked conformers and poses
under a particular docking condition. However, to avoid docking
discrepancies in cases of diasteriomeric molecules, training
compounds of more than one asymmetric center were docked
into GP in their absolute configurations, i.e.,B31,B32,B33,B34,
and B35 (Table F of the Supporting Information).
4.1.3. Preparation of Ligands.The two-dimensional structures

of collected inhibitors (A1-A108 in Table A and B1-B35 in
Table F of the Supporting Information) were sketched in
ChemDraw Ultra (Version 11.0). Two protonation states
were assumed for each inhibitor, ionized and un-ionized, as
guided by MarvinView. In the ionized forms, amino substituents
(pKa ≈ 9.0-9.5) were protonated and given formal positive
charges at the appropriate atoms, while carboxylic acids were
deprotonated and given formal negative charges at the appro-
priate atoms. The structures were subsequently converted
into reasonable three-dimensional representations employing
the rule-based conformational methods implemented in DS2.5
and were saved in SD format for subsequent docking
experiments.

Table 8. Statistical Results of the CoMFA Models Obtained via Anti-GP dbCICA-Based Docking-scoring Combinations (as in
Table 6)

statistical criteria

dbCICA modelsa docking conditionsa scoring functiona termsb PCc r2d r2LOO
e r2BS

f r2PRESS
g

highesth ranking B-Ih ionized ligands: hydrous binding pocket Jain 7 5 0.91 0.72 0.89 0.56

B-II ionized ligands: hydrous binding pocket Ligscore2 7 5 0.90 0.56 0.76 0.68

B-III ionized ligands: hydrous binding pocket PLP1 or PMF 7 5 0.89 0.74 0.87 0.50

B-IV ionized ligands: anhydrous binding pocket PLP2 6 3 0.78 0.49 0.75 -1.05 (0.56)j

B-V un-ionized ligands: anhydrous binding pocket Ligscore1 4 3 0.79 0.59 0.62 -0.14

low rankingi un-ionized ligands: hydrous binding pocket PMF 5 3 0.80 0.32 0.61 -0.22

un-ionized ligands: hydrous binding pocket PLP2 6 4 0.88 0.41 0.64 -0.26

un-ionized ligands: anhydrous binding pocket Ligscore2 7 5 0.85 0.24 0.53 0.10
a dbCICA models and corresponding docking-scoring conditions were selected from Tables 6 and 7. bNumber of CoMFA descriptors in the best 3-D
QSAR model. cNumber of principal components (latent variables) in the best 3-D QSAR model. dNoncross-validated correlation coefficient for 28
training compounds. eCross-validation correlation coefficients determined by the leave-one out technique. fBootstrapping correlation coefficient.
g Predictive r2 determined for seven test compounds. hDocking-scoring conditions of highest ranking dbCICA models. Models numbered as in
Tables 6 and 7. iDocking-scoring conditions of low-ranking dbCICAmodels selected from Table G of the Supporting Information. j r2PRESS value after
removing one outlier (B15, Table F of the Supporting Information).

Table 9. Root Mean Square (rms) Differences between Co-Crystallized Pose of Ligand CP403700 (PDB code: 1L5R) and Its
Docked Comformers and Poses Based on Docking Conditions of High-Ranking dbCICA Models

dbCICA modelsa docking conditionsa scoring functiona rms (Å)

B-I ionized ligands: hydrous binding pocket Jain 0.50

B-II ionized ligands: hydrous binding pocket Ligscore2 0.50

B-III ionized ligands: hydrous binding pocket PLP1 0.50

B-IV ionized ligands: nhydrous binding pocket PLP2 8.0

B-V unionized ligands: anhydrous binding pocket Ligscore1 3.0
a dbCICA models and corresponding docking-scoring conditions were selected as in Tables 6 and 7.

Table 10. Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC)
curve Performances of Pharmacophore Models generated
from high-Ranking dbCICA Models Generated for GP
Inhibitors

pharmacophore model AUCa ACCb SPCc TPRd FNRe

HypoB-I 76 96 97 61 3

Refined-HypoB-I 97 96 99 14 1

HypoB-II 67 96 97 64 3

Refined-HypoB-II 97 96 99 29 1

HypoB-III 76 96 98 46 2

Refined-HypoB-III 98 96 99 29 1

HypoB-IV 91 96 99 29 1

Refined-HypoB-IV 89 96 100 7 0

HypoB-V 77 96 100 11 0

Refined-HypoB-V 85 96 98 43 2
aAUC: area under the curve (%). bACC: overall accuracy (%). c SPC:
overall specifity (%). dTPR: overall true positive rate (%). e FNR: overall
false negative rate (%).
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4.1.4. Preparation of Crystal Structures. The 3-D coordinates
of both CaNMT and GP were retrieved from the Protein Data

Bank (CaNMT PDB code: 1IYK, resolution: 2.3 Å, GP PDB
code: 1L5R, resolution: 2.1 Å). Hydrogen atoms were added to
the protein utilizing DS 2.0 templates for protein residues.
Gasteiger-Marsili charges were assigned to the protein atoms
as implemented within DS 2.5.69

The protein structures were utilized in subsequent docking
experiments without energy minimization. Explicit water mole-
cules were either kept or removed according to the required
docking conditions, i.e., docking in the presence or absence of
explicit water molecules.

4.1.5. Docking Configurations
(1). LigandFit Docking and Scoring. LigandFit considers the

flexibility of the ligand and treats the receptor as rigid. There are
two steps implemented in the LigandFit process.

(A) Defining the location(s) of potential binding site(s).70,71

In the current docking experiments, the binding site was
generated from the cocrystallized ligand (MIM) within
the targeted protein. The cocrystallized myristoyl-CoA
was considered part of the protein and was left unaltered
during docking.

(B) Docking the ligands in the binding site.70,71 In LigandFit,
docking is composed of few substeps: (i) Conformational
search of flexible ligands employing Monte Carlo rando-
mized process. (ii) Pose and conformation selection
based on shape similarity with the binding site. (iii)
Candidate conformers and poses exhibiting low shape
discrepancy are further enrolled in calculation of the dock
energies. (iv) Each docked conformation and pose is
further fitted into the binding pocket through a number
of rigid-body minimization iterations. (v) Docked confor-
mers and poses that have docking energies below certain
user-defined threshold are subsequently clustered according
to their rms similarities. Representative conformers and
poses are then selected, further energy-minimized within
the binding site, and saved for subsequent scoring.

In the current docking experiments, all 108 ligands in their
ionized and un-ionized forms were docked into the binding site

Figure 11. Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves of (A)
dbCICA-based GP pharmacophore HypoB-III and (B) sterically Re-
fined-HypoB-III.

Table 11. High-Ranking Hits Captured by Refined-HypoB-III, Their Corresponding Summation Contacts According to dbCICA
model B-III, and in Vitro Bioactivities

hita NCI code dbCICA contactsb % inhibition of GP at 10 μM concentrationc

B48 34304 14 17

B49 69411 14 16

B50 71881 14 21

B51 80728 17 12

B52 88631 22 10

B53 89532 18 11

B54 110617 17 20

B55 119608 16 20

B56 127121 15 15

B57 127122 15 21

B58 204614 18 33 (IC50 = 500 μM)d

B59 351585 16 27

B60 369110 17 10

B61 646817 13 10

B62 648593 13 10
aHit numbers as in Figure 12. bContact summations according to dbCICAmodelB-III (Tables 6 and 7). c Inhibition percentage values weremeasured
as duplicated readings. dRegression coefficient of the dose/inhibition plot is 0.99.
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in the presence and absence of explicit water molecules, employ-
ing the following docking configurations.

• Monte Carlo search parameters: number of trials =
50000 and search step for torsions with polar hydrogens
= 30.0�.

• The rms threshold for ligand-to-binding site shape match
was set to 2.0 Å, employing a maximum of 3.0 binding site
partitions

• Interaction energy parameters: The interaction energies
were assessed employing CFF force field (version 1.02)

with a nonbonded cutoff distance of 10.0 Å and distance
dependent dielectric. An energy grid extending 5.0 Å from
the binding site was implemented. The interaction energy
was estimated by a trilinear interpolation value using soft
potential energy approximations.70

• Rigid body ligand minimization parameters: 30 steepest
descend followed by 60 BFGS minimization iterations were
applied to every orientation of the docked ligand. The best
10 poses were further energy minimized within the binding
site for a maximum of 300 rigid body iterations.

• High-ranking docked conformers and poses were scored
using seven scoring functions: Jain,37 LigScore1,
LigScore2,70,31 PLP1,71 PLP2,41 PMF, and PMF04.44,45,47

Considering each scoring function in turn, the highest
scoring docked conformer and pose was selected for each
inhibitor for subsequent 3-DQSARmodeling. This resulted
in seven sets of 108 docked molecules with scores corre-
sponding to each scoring function. However, the docking
and scoring cycle was repeated 4 times (2� 2) to cover the
different combinations of docking conditions, i.e., explicit
water molecules (hydrous and anhydrous binding site), and
ligand ionization (ionized and un-ionized).

LigScore1 and LigScore2 scores were calculated employing
CFF force field (version 1.02) and using grid-based energies with
a grid extension of 7.5 Å across the binding site. PMF scores were
calculated employing cutoff distances of 12.0 Å for carbon-
carbon interactions and other atomic interactions, while PMF04
scores were calculated employing cutoff values of 6.0 and 9.0 Å
for carbon-carbon interactions and other atomic interactions,
respectively.
(2). FRED Docking and Scoring. FRED (fast rigid exhaustive

docking) employs a docking strategy that exhaustively scores all
possible positions and orientations of each ligand in the active
site.26 The ligand conformers and protein structure are treated as
rigid during FRED docking process. The exhaustive search is
based on rigid rotations and translations of each conformer
within the binding site defined by a box created around a co-
crystallized ligand within the binding site. FRED filters poses
ensemble by rejecting the ones that clash with the protein or
those that do not have enough contacts with the receptor. The
final poses can then be scored or rescored using one or more
scoring functions.
The conformational spaces of the docked compounds were

explored using OMEGA (optimized ensemble generation
application) program.26 The algorithm implemented inOMEGA
dissects the molecules into fragments and uses fragment tem-
plates to build a seed conformation. Next, OMEGA begins
torsion search with an assessment of freely rotable bonds. We
implemented default parameters for generating different con-
formers employing OMEGA.
The following FRED docking parameters were employed.

• Binding Box: Defined employing the c-ocrystallized ligand
(MIM) in the CaNMT crystal structure (1IYK) from the
protein data bank.

• Addbox: This optional parameter adjusts the geometry of
the box defining the active site by extending each edge of the
box by the specified number of angstroms. In this experi-
ment, this value was set to 3.00 (default = 0).

• Num_poses: This parameter specifies the number of high-
ranking poses to be returned by the exhaustive search.
These poses will be scored by the selected scoring functions.

Figure 12. Chemical structures of the tested highest ranking hits
captured by pharmacophoric HypoB-III.
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In this experiment, this value was set to 1000 (default
= 100).

• Num_alt_poses: This flag specifies how many high-ranking
alternate poses, in addition to the top scored pose, will be
delivered to the user. Values are between 0 and 99. In the
current experiment this value was set to be 10.

• The docked poses were scored by seven scoring functions,
namely, Shapegauss,72 Chemgauss2,26 PLP,73 Consensus,74

Chemscore,75 Screenscore,76 and Zapbind.77 The highest-
ranking poses were retained for subsequent 3-D QSAR.
This resulted in seven sets of 108 docked molecules
with scores corresponding to each scoring function. How-
ever, the docking and scoring cycle was repeated 4 times
(2 � 2) to cover the different combinations of docking
conditions, i.e., explicit water molecules (hydrous and
anhydrous binding site), and ligand ionization (ionized
and un-ionized).

(3). LibDock Docking. LibDock docks ligands (after removing
hydrogen atoms) into a binding site guided by binding
hotspots. It aligns docked ligand conformations to polar and
apolar receptor interactions sites, i.e., hotspots. Conformations can
be either precalculated or generated on the fly. Because some of the
output poses may have hydrogen atoms in close proximity to the
receptor, a CHARMmminimization step can be optionally enabled
to further optimize the docked poses.27,28

LibDock performs the following steps using a set of pregen-
erated ligand conformations and a receptor with a specified
binding site:27,28 (i) Remove hydrogen atoms. (ii) Rank ligand
conformations and prune by solvent accessible surface area
(SASA). (iii) Find hotspots using a grid placed into the binding
site and using polar and apolar probes. The numbers of hotspots
are pruned by clustering to a user defined value. (iv) Dock ligand
poses by aligning to the hotspots. This is performed by using
triplets (i.e., three ligand atoms are aligned to three receptor
hotspots). Poses which result in protein clashes are removed.
(v) A final BFGS pose optimization stage is performed using
a simple pairwise score. The top scoring ligand poses are
retained. (vi) Hydrogen atoms are then added back to the
docked ligands. (vii) Optionally, CHARMm minimization can
be carried out to reduce steric clashes caused by added
hydrogen atoms.
In the current docking experiments we employed the follow-

ing parameters.

• Binding site sphere radius of 9 Å surrounding the center of
the cocrystallized ligand (MIM).

• Maximum number of receptor hotspots = 100.
• Ligand-to-hotspots matching rmsd tolerance value was set
to 0.25 Å.

• Maximum number of saved poses for each ligand = 100.
• Maximum number of poses saved for each ligand during
hotspots matching before entering the final pose minimiza-
tion = 100.

• Minimum LibDock score (poses below this score are not
reported) = 100.

• Fraction of reported top scoring poses = 0.5.
• Maximum number of rigid body minimization steps
during final pose optimization phase (using BFGS meth-
od) = 50.

• Maximum number of evaluated poses for each conforma-
tion = 30.

• Maximum number of steric clashes allowed before the
pose-hotspot alignment is terminated (specified as a frac-
tion of the heavy atom count) = 0.10.

• Cluster similarity cutoff value = 0.5 Å (docked poses are
rigid-body minimized and clustered using this cutoff value).

• Maximum value for nonpolar solvent accessible surface
area for a particular pose to be reported as successful
= 15.0 Å2.

• Maximum value for polar solvent accessible solvent area for
a particular pose to be reported as successful = 5.0 Å2.

• Number of grid points used for calculating solvent accessible
surface area = 18.

• Conformation generation method: The CATALYST mod-
ule CATCONFIRM implemented in DS 2.0 was imple-
mented employing the BEST conformation generation
option to ensure the best coverage of the compound’s
conformational space. Maximum number of conformations
to be generated per ligand = 255 not exceeding an energy
threshold of 20 kcal/mol from the most stable conformer.
No final ligand minimization was implemented (i.e., in the
binding pocket).

• The docked poses were scored employing the same seven
scoring functions that were implemented in LigandFit
docking experiment and employing identical parameters.

4.1.6. Docking-Based Comparative Molecular Contacts
Analysis (dbCICA). The methodology of dbCICA can be de-
scribed in the following sequential steps.

(i) High-ranking docked pose and conformer of each ligand,
based on a particular docking condition, is evaluated
to identify its closest atomic neighbors in the binding
pocket. Intermolecular atomic neighbors closer than

Figure 13. Selective anti-GP hit and how it docks into the binding site via dbCICA model B-III docking conditions (Table 6) compared to how it maps
HypoB-III. (A) Represents docking B59 into GP. (B) Docking of B59 and mapping against HypoB-III. (C) Mapping of B59 against HypoB-III.
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(or equal to) certain predefined distance threshold are
assigned an intermolecular contact value of “one”, other-
wise they are assigned a contact value of “zero”. For
example, if atom A in the docked ligand is positioned
close to atom B in the binding pocket at a distance
shorter that the predefined threshold, then this contact
is assigned a value of 1. Distance assessment is performed
automatically employing the intermolecular monitor im-
plemented in Discovery Studio Version 2.0.61 Eventually,
this step yields a two-dimensional matrix with row labels
corresponding to docked ligands (i.e., according to the
particular docking-scoring configuration) and column
labels corresponding to different binding site atoms. The
matrix is filled with binary code, whereby “zeros” corre-
spond to interatomic distances above the predefined
threshold and “ones” for distances below (or equal) the
predefined threshold. In the CaNMT study, three
distance thresholds were implemented, 3.5, 2.5, or 2.0 Å,
while in GP study two distance thresholds were imple-
mented, 3.5 or 2.5 Å. Therefore, three (CaNMT) or two
(GP) binary matrices (corresponding to each distance
threshold) are constructed for each docking configura-
tion (i.e., combination of docking engine, scoring function,
ligand ionization state, and binding site hydration
status).

(ii) Each individual column in the matrix is regressed against
the corresponding molecular bioactivities, i.e.,-log
(IC50). Columns that exhibit negative correlation with
bioactivity are inverted, i.e., zeros are converted to ones
and vice versa, and excluded from the subsequent step.
After excluding inverted columns (negative contacts or
exclusion volumes), the resulting binary matrix (which is
composed from positively correlated contact columns
with bioactivity) is then subjected to genetic algorithm
(GA)-based search for optimal summation of contacts
columns capable of explaining bioactivity variation: In this
step, GA relies on the evolutionary operations of “cross-
over and mutation” to select optimal combination
of columns that have their summation values collinear
with bioactivity variation across training compounds
(see GA parameters below). The best column summa-
tion model (single model) is selected as representative
dbCICA model.
GA can be instructed to output best dbCICA models
resulting from any predefined number of ligand-receptor
intermolecular positive contacts, e.g., best dbCICA mod-
els resulting from sets of 2 or 3 or 4 or 5, etc... concomitant
contacts (i.e., summed contact columns). In both current
projects, we instructed GA to search for the best dbCICA
models resulting from two contacts and repeat the scan to
identify the best summation models for 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9,
and 10 contacts. Each set of summed contacts is treated
independently to identify the corresponding dbCICA
model in each case.

(iii) The dbCICA algorithm has the option of allowing any
particular positive contact column to emerge up to three
times in the optimal summation model, i.e., it allows
variable weights for contacts. This is performed by
implementing dual-valued genes in the GA, in which
every gene encodes for both the corresponding contacts
column number and its weight. Column weights are
initially randomly distributed in the first generation and

subsequently subjected to mutation only (not crossover)
in GA. This option was allowed in the current project to
identify intermolecular contacts of higher weights or
contributions in the optimal dbCICA models.

(iv) After identifying optimal summation model(s) based on
positive contacts (proportional to bioactivity), dbCICA
implements GA to search for optimal summation model
resulting from combining inverted columns [negatively
proportional to bioactivity, see step (ii)] with the optimal
positive summation model(s). The user has the option of
choosing any number of negative contacts (excluded
volumes or steric clashes) to emerge in the final dbCICA
model. In the current experiment, we implemented two
exclusion settings: either five or ten negative contacts
were allowed.

4.1.7. Genetic Algorithm Implementation in dbCICA Model-
ing. The GA toolbox within MATLAB (Version R2007a) was
adapted by implementing the following four basic components:
creation function, crossover function, mutation function, and
fitness function.
The creation function randomly generates a population of

chromosomes of a predefined size (number of summed contacts
columns, as mentioned in step (ii) in section 4.1.6 of the
Experimental Section) in which every chromosome encodes
for certain possible column summation model. Chromosomes
differ from one another by the set of summed columns and their
weights.
Crossover children are the offspring created by selecting

vector entries (i.e., genes) from a pair of individual chromosomes
in the first generation and combining them to form two
complementary children. While mutation children are those
created via applying random changes to corresponding parents,
i.e., each single parent chromosome is mutated to give a single
child by randomly replacing selected gene in the parent chromo-
some with another from the chromosome population.
Each chromosome is associated with a fitness value that

reflects how good the summation of its encoded genes compares
to other chromosomes. The fitness functions in dbCICA can be
the correlation coefficient (r2), leave-one-out r2, or K-fold r2.
In the current experiments, we implemented a 5-fold r2 as

fitness criterion. In this procedure, each chromosome is ranked as
follows. The training set is divided into two subsets: fit and test
subsets. The test subset is randomly selected to represent about
20% of the training compounds. This procedure is repeated over
five cycles; accordingly, five test subsets with their complemen-
tary fit subsets are selected for each chromosome (i.e., column
summation model). The five test subsets should cover about
100% of the training compounds by avoiding selecting the same
compound in more than one test subset. The fit sets are then
utilized to generate five submodels employing the same chromo-
some. The resulting submodels are then utilized to predict the
bioactivities of the corresponding testing subsets. Finally, the
predicted values of all five test subsets are correlated with their
experimental counterparts to determine the corresponding
5-fold r2.
The following parameters were chosen for GA genetic manip-

ulation in dbCICA of CaNMT and GP experiments: size of
chromosome population = 200, rate of mating (crossover
fraction) = 80%, elite count = 1, maximum number of genera-
tions that is needed to exit from GA iteration cycles, and
completion of the algorithm = 2000.
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On the basis of these settings, the numbers of each type of
children in the offspring generation is as follows. There is one
elite child (corresponding to the individual in the parents’
generation with the best fitness value), and there are 199
individual children other than the elite child. The algorithm
rounds 0.8 (crossover fraction) � 199 = 159.2 to 159 to get the
number of crossover children and the remaining 40 (i.e., 199-
159) are the mutation population. The elite child is passed to the
offspring population without alteration.
4.1.8. Molecular Field Analysis. To further validate dbCICA

models, we used comparative molecular field analysis (CoMFA)
to assess the ability of corresponding docking-based molecular
alignments to yield self-consistent 3-D QSAR models.7,59,60 We
used molecular field analysis (MFA) and G/PLS modules
implemented in CERIUS2 to perform 3-D QSAR analysis.7,59,60

The alignments of different inhibitors came directly according to
dbCICA-based highest-ranking docking-scoring combinations
(Tables 1 and 6). For each alignment, the interaction fields
between the ligands and proton (positively charged), hydrogen
bond donor/acceptor, and methyl (neutral) probes were calcu-
lated employing a regularly spaced rectangular grid of 2.0 Å
spacing. The spatial limits of the molecular field were defined
automatically and were extended past the van der Waals volume
of all themolecules in theX, Y, andZ directions. The ligands were
assigned partial charges using the Gasteiger method implemen-
ted within CERIUS2. The energy fields were calculated employ-
ing the default UNIVERSAL force field (version 1.02)
implemented within CERIUS2 and were truncated to (50
kcal/mol. For the CaNMT experiment, the calculation gave
around 4212 variables for each compound (1404 variable/
probe), while for the GP experiment the calculation gave nearly
2970 variables for each compound (990 variable/probe).
To derive the best possible 3-D QSAR statistical model for

each docking-scoring combination, we used genetic partial least
squares (G/PLS) analysis to search for optimal regression
equations capable of correlating the variations in biological
activities of the training compounds with variations in the
corresponding interaction fields.7,59,60 G/PLS is derived from
two methods: genetic function approximation (GFA) and partial
least-squares (PLS). GFA techniques rely on the evolutionary
operations of “crossover and mutation” to select optimal combi-
nations of descriptors (i.e., chromosomes) capable of explaining
bioactivity variation among training compounds from a large
pool of possible descriptor combinations (i.e., chromosomes
population). Each chromosome is associated with a fitness value
that reflects how good it is compared to other solutions. The
fitness function employed herein is based on Friedman’s “lack-of-
fit” (LOF).
G/PLS algorithm uses GFA to select appropriate basis func-

tions to be used in a model of the data and PLS regression as the
fitting technique to weigh the basis functions’ relative contribu-
tions in the final model. Application of G/PLS allows the
construction of larger QSAR equations while avoiding overfitting
and eliminating most variables.7,59,60

Our preliminary diagnostic trials suggested the following
optimal G/PLS parameters. Explore linear equations of 4 to 8
terms in the GP case and 10 to 17 in the CaNMT case, at mating
and mutation probabilities of 50%, population size = 500,
number of generations (iterations) = 30000, and LOF smooth-
ness parameter = 1.0. However, the optimal number of PLS
latent variables (or principle components) was determined for
each CoMFA model through assessing the corresponding

predictive r2 (r2PRESS) calculated from an external test sets of
21 CaNMT inhibitors (A3, A6, A11, A16, A20, A25, A34, A41,
A46, A51, A58, A69, A74, A75, A81, A84, A87, A93, A100,
A101, and A108) or seven GP inhibitors (B6, B10, B15, B19,
B26, B28, and B29 in Table F of the Supporting Information).
These molecules were aligned according to the particular dock-
ing-scoring configuration, and their activities were predicted by
correspondingG/PLSmodels generated from the corresponding
training set and employing a range of three to six latent variables.
The optimum number of principle components was defined as
the one leading to the highest predictive r2PRESS and lowest sum
of squared deviations between predicted and actual activity
values for every molecule in the test set (PRESS). Predictive
r2PRESS is defined as

r2PRESS ¼ ðSD- PRESSÞ=SD:::::::::::: ð1Þ
where SD is the sum of the squared deviations between the
biological activities of the test set and the mean activity of the
training set molecules, and PRESS is the squared deviations
between predicted and actual activity values for everymolecule in
the test set.7 All 3-D QSARmodels were cross-validated employ-
ing leave-one-out (LOO) cross-validation and bootstrapping.
4.1.9. Generation of Pharmacophores Corresponding to

Successful dbCICA Models. In order to utilize dbCICAmodeling
for effective drug discovery, optimal dbCICA models were used
to guide development of pharmacophoric models to be subse-
quently used as search queries for the discovery of new CaNMT
or GP inhibitors. Pharmacophoric models were developed
through the following steps

(1) Docking configurations that yielded the best dbCICA
models were selected. The corresponding docked poses
and conformers of the most potent compounds (e.g., IC50

< 0.05 μM in CaNMT inhibitors) were retained in the
binding pocket while other less potent compounds were
discarded.

(2) Subsequently, the best dbCICAmodel(s) (e.g., modelsA-
I or A-II, Tables 1 and 2) was used to predict the
bioactivity of potent compounds in the binding pocket,
i.e., by substituting the number of contacts of each docked
compound in the regression equation corresponding to
the dbCICA model. Well-behaved potent compounds
were retained in the binding pocket for subsequent
manipulation. Well-behaved compounds are defined as
those training compounds that have their bioactivities
well-predicted by the selected optimal dbCICA model, i.
e., of least residual difference between fitted and experi-
mental bioactivities as predicted by the particular
dbCICA model.

(3) Significant positive contacts in the binding pocket, i.e.,
those that have weights of 2 or 3, were marked and
carefully assessed to identify their closest ligand moieties.
Consensus among potent, well-behaved training com-
pounds to place moieties of common physicochemical
properties adjacent to significant contact atom (as defined
by the dbCICA model) warrants placing a corresponding
pharmacophoric feature onto that region. For example, if
potent, well-behaved docked compounds agreed on pla-
cing aromatic rings adjacent to certain dbCICA significant
contact point (within the predefined distance threshold,
see point (i) in section 4.1.6 of the Experimental Section),
then a hydrophobic aromatic feature is placed on top of
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the aromatic rings. The pharmacophoric query features
were added manually from the DS 2.0 feature library and
employing default feature radii (1.6 Å).

(4) Finally, to account for the steric constraints of the binding
pocket, binding site atoms that exhibit contacts of negative
correlations with bioactivity, i.e., those inverted in step (ii)
in section 4.1.6 of the Experimental Section, were marked
and used as centers for exclusion spheres. Negative
contacts identify spaces occupied by docked conformers
and poses of inactive compounds and free from active
ones and therefore can be filled with exclusion volumes.
Exclusion spheres were added manually from DS 2.0
feature library and employing default feature radii (1.2 Å).

4.1.10. In Silico Screening of the NCI Database for New
CaNMT and GP Inhibitors.CaNMTHypoA-II and GP Refined-
HypoB-III were employed as 3-D search queries to screen the
national Cancer Institute (NCI) list of compounds (238,819
compounds). The screening was performed employing the “Best
FlexibleDatabase Search” option implementedwithinCATALYST.
NCI hits were subsequently filtered based on molecular

weight, such that only hits of molecular weights e550 Da were
retained. Surviving hits were either docked into CaNMT (PDB
code: 1IYK) or GP (PDB code: 1L5R), employing the docking
conditions of corresponding dbCICA models (A-II or B-III as
in Tables 1 and 6, respectively). The resulting docked poses were
subsequently analyzed for critical contacts according to dbCICA
models A-II or B-III, and the sums of critical contacts for each
hit compound were used to rank hits. The highest ranking
available hits were acquired and tested in vitro.
4.2. Microbiological Assays. 4.2.1. Materials and Instru-

ments. Nutrient media of broth and agar (Sabouraud dextrose
and Mueller-Hinton) were obtained from Oxoid Ltd. (England)
and were reconstituted in accordance with the manufacturer’s
recommendations. Dimethylsulfoxide (DMSO) was purchased
from Tedia Company (USA). Miconazole was used as reference
antifungal agent and was obtained as an in kind gift from Dar Al-
Dawa Manufacturing Company, Na’ur, Jordan. Hit compounds
were obtained as an in kind gift from the National Cancer
Institute (NCI) (Maryland, USA) and were tested without
further purification. A total of 96 flat bottom microtiter plates
(TPPCompany, Switzerland),WTC binder static incubator (J.P.
Selecta, Spain), Daigi shaking incubator (Daigi Sciences Co.,
Ltd., Korea), and a Raypa steam sterilizer (R. Espinar S.C, Spain)
were used.
4.2.2. Microbial Strains. The antifungal and antibacterial

activities of hit compounds were evaluated against standard
reference Candida albicans (C. albicans) ATCC 10231, Staphy-
lococcus aureus (S. aureus) ATCC 6538P, and Escherichia coli (E.
coli) ATCC 8739 strain.
4.2.3. Broth Microdilution Method. The minimum inhibitory

concentration (MIC) of the hit compounds against C. albicans, S.
aureus, andE. coliwas determined via brothmicrodilutionmethod
according to the Clinical and Laboratory Standards Institute.83

MIC test was performed in 96 flat bottom microtiter plates.
Each hit compound was dissolved in minimum a mount of
DMSO and used as a stock solution. The stock solutions were
stored at 4 �C in tightly capped amber glass bottles. A suitable
volume, 20 μL, was taken from the stock solution by means of
micropipet and was added to the first column of test well, and
then the volume was completed up to 200 μL using single
strength Sabouraud dextrose broth for C. albicans (or Mueller-

Hinton broth for E. coli and S. aureus). A series of 2-fold dilutions
was then carried out across the plate, changing the tips at each
dilution step. Then, 10 μL of preadjusted overnight microbial
culture was used to inoculate each well in the microtiter plate to
achieve a final inoculum size of about 1.15 � 106 cfu/well for C.
albicans, about 1.75 � 106 cfu/well for E. coli, and about 3.72 �
106 cfu/well for S. aureus. Then the 96 microtiter plate was
incubated for 24 h using the static incubator. All assays included
positive and negative growth controls. Positive controls are
compound-free wells (containing DMSO, overnight culture
microbial inoculum, and nutrient medium), while negative
growth controls are wells without either hit compound or DMSO
(only overnight culture microbial inoculum and nutrient med-
ium). MICs were expressed as the average of two successive
concentrations of the antimicrobial agent showing no growth
(clear) and growth (turbid). MIC determination was carried out
in triplicate.
4.2.4. In Vitro GP Enzyme Inhibition Assay. GPa (from rabbit

muscle), glycogen, glucose-1-phosphate, malachite green, and
ammonium molybdate were purchased from the Sigma-Aldrich
Corporation (St. Louis, MO, USA). Reagents and solvents were
obtained from commercial suppliers and used without further
purification.
The enzymatic inhibition of phosphorylase activity was mon-

itored using a microplate reader (BioTek, USA) on the basis of
published methods.118 In brief, GPa activity was measured in the
direction of glycogen synthesis by the release of phosphate from
glucose-1-phosphate. Each compound was dissolved in DMSO
and diluted appropriately. The enzyme was added into the 100
μL buffer containing 50 mM Hepes (pH 7.2), 100 mM KCl,
2.5 mM MgCl2, 0.5 mM glucose-1-phosphate, and 1 mg/mL
glycogen together with tested compounds in 96 well microplates.
After the addition of 150 μL of 1 M HCl containing 10 mg/mL
ammonium molybdate and 0.38 mg/mL malachite green, reac-
tions were run at 22 �C for 20 min, and then the phosphate
absorbance was measured at 620 nm. Caffeine was used as
standard inhibitor for GP enzyme (IC50 = 120 μM).111
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